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Abstract: Length of stay of hospitalized patients is generally considered to be a significant and
critical factor for healthcare policy planning which consequently affects the hospital management
plan and resources. Its reliable prediction in the preadmission stage could further assist in identifying
abnormality or potential medical risks to trigger additional attention for individual cases. Recently,
data mining and machine learning constitute significant tools in the healthcare domain. In this
work, we introduce a new decision support software for the accurate prediction of hospitalized
patients’ length of stay which incorporates a novel two-level classification algorithm. Our numerical
experiments indicate that the proposed algorithm exhibits better classification performance than any
examined single learning algorithm. The proposed software was developed to provide assistance
to the hospital management and strengthen the service system by offering customized assistance
according to patients’ predicted hospitalization time.

Keywords: Length of stay; data mining; two-level classifier; healthcare decision support; healthcare
management; classification

1. Introduction

Nowadays, every healthcare system faces constant pressures to lower operating costs by
improving the use of resources while maintaining and even enhancing the quality of service.
Successful healthcare resource management is especially indispensable for addressing these
seemingly contradictory pressures. The main objective of hospital managers is the administration
of facilities, equipment, and labor resources for the establishment of an appropriate planning and
organizational structure while at the same time they anticipate expenditure reduction. To this end,
several methodologies and techniques have been presented and developed. The major component in
these techniques is the accurate prediction of patients’ hospitalization time and the identification of
the factors which influence it.

Length of Stay (LoS) is usually defined as the duration of a patient hospitalization and is calculated
as the difference between the timestamp of a patient discharge and the timestamp of its admission.
It is generally acknowledged as an indicative marker of inpatient hospitalization costs and resource
use [1]. Since bed supply in a hospital is limited, their use is considered economically crucial for most
hospitals and any administration policy, related to bed use, has profound impacts on the perception
of quality in the provided healthcare and satisfaction of patients and physicians. Moreover, with the
growing number of hospitalized patients, the prediction of the average LoS has become increasingly
significant for effective admission scheduling and resource planning. Currently, clinicians and hospital
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managers rely on only aggregated data and generally assume that the prediction of patients’ discharge
date and LoS is heavily depended on experience. It is worth noticing that many hospitals have no
ability to predict and measure future admission requests [2].

During the last decades, hospitals have managed to accumulate a large volume of data which
enable researchers to measure and compare clinical performance and use these results to support or
critique policy decisions. Machine learning techniques can be considered a helpful tool, offering a
first step in extracting useful and valuable information from healthcare data and gaining insights
into the prediction of patient’s LoS and on the major factors and elements which affect it. To this
end, research focused on the application of machine learning on patients’ data for the development
of accurate and intelligent Decision Support Systems (DSS) [3–9]. Specifically, an academic DSS is
a knowledge-based information system which captures, handles, and analyzes information which
affects or is intended to affect decision making performed by people in the scope of a professional task
appointed by a user [10]. Through the use of a predictive DSS, it is possible to forecast patients’ LoS in
a hospital and assist healthcare management plan, policy, and resources. Moreover, LoS prediction
is critical for diseases or injuries which necessitate long treatments or involve scarce patient care
resource. Therefore, the development of an efficient DSS is considered essential and valuable not only
for hospital administrators but also for the patients.

More comprehensively, “knowledge discovery” can assist hospital administrators in their
decision-making process for promoting health services, rehabilitation planning, resource allocation
and healthcare unit administration (e.g., patient admission/treatment/discharge, bed management,
staff scheduling). Any bottlenecks in bed and resource availability could be foreseen in time to avoid
thereby unnecessary patients’ transfer between wards during their admission. Thus, healthcare policies
could be properly prioritized and the appropriate allocation of healthcare resources could be comprised
according to differences in patients’ LoS, health status and social-demographic features. Meanwhile,
the identification of factors which determine and effect LoS could promote the development of efficient
clinical pathways and optimize resource use and management. As a result, with the accurate estimation
of LoS and with the improvement of healthcare policy planning, patients will be provided with better
medical services in a hospital. Nevertheless, the development of such prediction model is a very
attractive and challenging task [1,11]

In this work, we present a new decision support software for the accurate prediction of the
hospitalized patients’ LoS which incorporates a two-level classification scheme. The proposed
software classifies the hospitalized patients based on their expected LoS, considering demographic,
clinical, and geographical factors which can be assessed at the time of admission. Furthermore,
significant advantages of the presented tool are the employment of a simple and user-friendly interface,
its scalability due to its modular nature of design and implementation and its operating system
neutrality. Our objective and expectation is that this work could be used as a reference for decision
making in the admission process and strengthen the service system in hospitals by offering customized
assistance according to patients’ predicted hospitalization time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a survey of recent studies
concerning the application of data mining in the prediction of LoS. Section 3 presents a detailed
description of the data collection and data preparation used in our study and a brief discussion of the
proposed two-level classification algorithm. Section 4 presents experimental results while Section 3
presents our proposed decision support software for forecasting patients’ LoS. Finally, Section 6
sketches concluding remarks and future work directions.

2. Related Work

Hospitals are daily faced with a significant uncertainty which is mainly based on the LoS of
hospitalized patients. As future admission requests appear to be a more complicated problem
within an effective and long-term healthcare system planning, accurate prediction of in-hospital
stay duration would allow, in short-term, for efficient human resources allocation and facilities
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occupancy. LoS prediction is a substantial problem which attracted research community’s attention
since the 1960s [12,13] by employing statistical methods. Since then, several scientific fields have
risen, providing mathematical and computing classification and prediction techniques. Following the
evolution of machine learning and data mining, research efforts focused on employing relevant
algorithms in the field of LoS prediction. Awad et al. [14] presented an excellent survey, describing in
detail a range of length of stay and mortality prediction applications in acute medicine and the
critical care unit. Furthermore, they focused on the methods of analyzing length of stay and mortality
prediction and provided a classification and evaluation of these methods with a grouping of relevant
research papers published in the last 20 years.

Hachesu et al., [2] used several data mining techniques to extract useful knowledge and developed
an accurate model to predict the LoS of cardiac patients. The dataset used in their study consisted of
4948 instances from patients with coronary artery disease. Their extended analysis revealed that a LoS
greater than 10 days was associated with comorbidity and diastolic blood pressure features. Based on
their numerical experiments, the authors concluded that their proposed ensemble algorithm exhibited
the best performance than any individual algorithm, presenting 98.2% of successful classification.
Moreover, they stated that there was a significant tendency for LoS to be longer in patients with lung or
respiratory disorders and high blood pressure which implies that comorbidities such as lung disorders
and hemorrhage have a significant impact on long LoS.

Morton et al. [13] compared and discussed the performance of various machine learning
algorithms for the prediction of short-term vs. long-term LoS of hospitalized diabetic patients,
where short-term is defined as less than 3 days. In their framework, they used 10,000 patients’ records
from the HCUP Nationwide Inpatient Sample database where each record contains several features
including demographics, hospital information, admission type, number of diagnoses, health insurance
status, total hospital charges and risk/severity measures. Their experimental analysis indicated that
support vector machine constitutes the most promising method for predicting short-term LoS in
hospitalized diabetic patients.

In more recent works, Tsai et al. [15] performed a two stage LoS prediction: the predischarge
and the preadmission. The predischarge stage uses all the available data of in-hospital patients,
while the preadmission one uses only the data available before a patient’s admission in the hospital.
The prediction results for predischarge patients were used to evaluate the LoS prediction performance
at the preadmission stage. They collected data from 2377 patients of cardiovascular disease with
one of the three primary diagnoses: Coronary Atherosclerosis (CAS), Heart Failure (HF) and Acute
Myocardial Infarction (AMI). Their proposed classification model was able to predict correctly for
88.07% to 89.95% CAS patients at the predischarge stage and for 88.31% to 91.53% at the preadmission
stage. For HF/AMI patients, the accuracy ranged from 64.12% to 66.78% at the predischarge stage and
63.69% to 67.47% at the preadmission stage when a tolerance of two days was allowed.

Muhlestein et al. [16] developed an ensemble method to systematically rank, select, and combine
machine learning algorithms to build a model for the prediction of patients’ LoS following craniotomy
for brain tumor. They used a training dataset which contained information of 41,222 patients who
underwent craniotomy for brain tumor, obtained from the National Inpatient Sample and a validation
dataset of 4592 patients from the National Surgical Quality Improvement Program. Based on their
numerical experiments, they concluded that their proposed ensemble model predicts LoS with good
performance on internal and external validation and yields clinical insights that may potentially
improve patient outcomes.

Yakovlev [17] proposed an approach for the early prediction of in-hospital mortality and LoS
of patients with acute coronary syndrome. They used data from 5000 electronic medical records of
patients hospitalized from 2010 to 2016. Their experimental results showed that laboratory tests can be
efficiently used together with machine learning methods on patients’ data for accurate prediction of
in-hospital mortality. In contrast, the prediction of a hospitalized patient LoS cannot be achieved with
high accuracy.
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Chuang et al. [11] used several classification algorithms for determining whether patient LoS
is within the standard LoS after surgery. They analyzed the complete historical medical records
and lab data of 896 patients at St. Martin De Porres hospital from January 2006 to December
2012, involving surgeries performed by general surgery physicians. Their dataset was divided into
Urgent Operation (UO) and non-UO groups to develop a prolonged LoS prediction model. The best
presented accuracy was 85.7% and 89.4% for UO and non-UO patients, respectively. Furthermore,
their experiments indicated that comorbidity, body temperature, blood sugar, and creatinine were
the most influential variables for prolonged LoS in the UO group, whereas blood transfusion,
blood pressure, comorbidity, and the number of admissions were the most influential variables
in the non-UO group.

Livieris et al. [1] evaluated the classification performance of semi-supervised methods in predicting
the LoS of hospitalized patients. Their reported experimental results illustrated that a good predictive
accuracy can be achieved by exploiting the explicit classification information of labeled data with the
information hidden in the unlabeled data.

3. Research Methodology

The primary goal of the present research is the accurate identification of patient’s LoS. To this end,
we have adopted a two-stages methodology, where the first stage concerns data collection and data
preparation, while the second one deploys the proposed two-level classification algorithm.

3.1. Dataset

The data set consisted of patients hospitalized in the General Hospital of Kalamata, Greece during
the period between 2008 and 2012. We identified 2702 patients, of both genders and different kind of
diagnoses, limited to age over 65 years. It must be mentioned that despite our efforts, we have not
been able to gain access to any other age groups. Data cleansing and preprocessing operations involved
the deletion of duplicated records, irregularities, and irrelevancies and manipulation of records with
missing and outlier data. Moreover, it is worth noticing that records with the same admission and
discharge date (i.e., resulting in 0 LoS) were excluded from our research.

Table 1 presents the set of the thirteen (13) attributes used in our study concerning demographic,
clinical, geographical and administrative factors. The first three (3) attributes are related with patient’s
personal information such as gender, age, and insurance type. Notice that each patient in Greece
belongs to a specific insurance fund based on his occupation such as IKA, OGA, NAT, TAYT, or he/she
has a private health insurance. The following four (4) geographical and demographic attributes
concern the patient’s residence altitude, urbanity, and distance from the hospital as well as the medical
cover of the residence. The last five (5) attributes are related with patients’ pathological and clinical
characteristics. These attributes concern the day and month of the patient’s admission in the hospital
and the number of patients which have been admitted that day. Additionally, the hospital ward
in which the patient was admitted and the ICD-10 diagnosis code according to the World Health
Organization [18] are usually the main reasons of patient’s LoS [19].

Finally, the patients were classified according to the number of days in the hospital: “1”, “2”, “3”,
“4”, “5” and “5+” days. Figure 1 presents the class distribution which depicts the number of patients
who hospitalized for “1 day” (758 instances), “2 days” (598 instances), “3 days” (321 instances), “4 days”
(205 instances), “5 days” (156 instances) and “5+ days” (664 instances). Clearly, from the number of
instances of each class, we can observe the imbalance of the dataset’s class distribution.
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Table 1. Attributes description.

Attribute Values

Gender male, female
Age 65–74, 75–84, >85
Insurance type IKA, OGA, TAYT, NAT, private, uninsured, indigent, other,

Residence altitude 0–100, 100–300, >300 (m).
Residence urbanity urban, semi-urban, rural.
Residence distance from hospital 0–15, 15–30, 30–45, >45 (km)
Residence medical cover type hospital, regional clinic, rural clinic.

Patient’s day of admission Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday.
Patient’s month of admission January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September,

October, November, December.
ICD-10 diagnosis code A00–B99, C00–D48, D50–D89, E00–E90, F00–F99, G00–G99, H00–H59,

H60–H95, I00–I99, J00–J99, K00–K93, L00–L99, M00–M99, N00–N99,
Q00–Q99, R00–R99, S00–T98, V01–Y98, Z00–Z99, other.

Ward of nursing cardiology, general surgery, orthopedics, internal medicine.
Number of admissions in a ward 1, 2, . . . , 100.

Class “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “5+”

1 day 2 days 3 days 4 days 5 days 5+ days
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Figure 1. Class distribution showing the imbalance of the dataset.

3.2. Two-Level Classifier

In the sequel, we introduce our proposed two-level classification scheme for the prediction of
hospitalized patients’ LoS. It is worth mentioning, that two-level classification schemes are heuristic
pattern recognition tools that are anticipated to yield better classification accuracy than single-level
ones at the expense of a certain complication of the classification structure [20–23]. To the best of our
knowledge, in the literature there has not been proposed any similar approach for the prediction of
LoS while all proposed prediction models are single-level classifiers based on several classification
algorithms (see [13–17]).

On the first level of our classification scheme, we use a classifier to distinguish the patients which
are likely to stay in hospital between “1–2” days “3–5” days or “5+” days. In the rest of this work,
we refer to this classifier as A-level classifier. In case the verdict (or prediction) of the A-level classifier
is “1–2” days or “3–5” days, we use a second-level classifier to conduct a more specialized decision.
More specifically, in case the prediction is “1–2” days, we use a classifier to distinguish between “1”
and “2” days. This classifier is referred as B1-level classifier. Similarly, in case the prediction is “3–5”
days, we use a classifier to distinguish between “3”, “4” and “5” days, which is referred as B2-level
classifier. An overview of our two-level classification scheme is depicted in Figure 2.
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A−level

B1−level
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1-2 days

3-5 days

5+ days

1 day
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3 days

4 days

5 days

Figure 2. Two-level classification scheme.

It should be noted that the rationale behind the selection of the LoS classes to model the stages
of a patient’s hospitalization lies in clinical and management criteria (see [19,24]). More specifically,
the first category (1–2 days) includes acute care patients that only stay in hospital for a short period of
time; the second category (3–5 days) includes patients who undergo a short period of rehabilitation
or recovering from routine surgery; while the third category (5+ days) refers to the patients who are
hospitalized for a long period of time due to more complicated health problems.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we report a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed two-level
classification algorithm against some of the most popular and commonly used classification algorithms.

In this regard, performance evaluation was conducted using different classification algorithms
at each level and explore their classification accuracy. Our aim is to find which classifiers are best
suited as A-level, B1-level and B2-level classifiers for producing the highest performance. To this end,
we have selected

• Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm was the representative of the Bayesian networks [25].
• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) was representative of the artificial neural networks [26].
• Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [27] from the support vector machines.
• kNN [28] from instance-based learners with Euclidean distance as distance metric.
• Random Forest (RF) [29] from decision trees.

This selection was based on studies which have shown that the above classifiers constitute some
of the most effective and widely used data mining algorithms [30] for classification problems.

We evaluated the performance of our proposed two-level classification scheme in terms of
accuracy, as one of the most frequently used measures for assessing the overall effectiveness of
a classification algorithm [31] and is defined as the percentage of correctly classified instances.
All classifiers have been implemented in WEKA Machine Learning Toolkit [32] and the classification
accuracy was evaluated using the stratified 10-fold cross-validation [33] i.e., this approach involves
randomly dividing the set of instances into ten groups (folds), of approximately equal size, so that
each fold had the same distribution of classes as the entire data set. Each fold is treated as a testing set,
and the classification algorithm is fit on the remaining nine folds. The results of the cross-validation
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process are summarized with the mean of the prediction model skill scores. Table 2 reports the
configuration parameters of all classification algorithms.

Table 2. Parameter specification for all the classification algorithms used in the experimentation.

Algorithm Parameters

NB No parameters specified.

MLP 1 hidden layer with 7 neurons.
Learning rate = 0.3.
Momentum = 0.2.
Training epochs = 500.

SMO C = 1.0.
Tolerance parameter = 0.001.
Epsilon = 1.0 × 10−12.
Kernel type = Pearson VII function-based universal kernel.

kNN Number of neighbors = 1,
Euclidean distance.

Random Forest Max depth = unlimited.

Tables 3–7 present the performance evaluation of B1-level and B2-level classifiers using NB, MLP,
kNN, RF and SMO as A-level classifiers, respectively. In each case, the accuracy measure of the best
performance is highlighted in bold. Firstly, it is worth mentioning the sensitivity of the two-level
scheme on the selection of A-level and B-level classifiers. More specifically, the classification accuracy
of the proposed classifier varies between 42.3–53.89%, 42.53–54.67%, 57.44–74.17%, 62.7–78.53% and
53–70.21% using NB, MLP, kNN, RF and SMO as A-level classifier, respectively. Clearly, RF exhibits the
best performance, presenting the highest accuracy while in contrast NB and MLP report significantly
pool performance used as A-level classifiers. Moreover, the interpretation of Tables 3–7 illustrates that
the proposed algorithm exhibits the best classification performance using kNN and RF as B1-level and
B2-level classifiers, respectively. Summarizing, we conclude that the two-level classification scheme
presents the highest classification accuracy using RF as A-level classifier and kNN and RF as B1-level
and B2-level classifiers, respectively.

Table 3. Two-level classifier classification using NB as A-level classifier.

B2-Level

NB MLP kNN RF SMO

B 1
-l

ev
el

NB 42.30% 43.01% 44.19% 44.89% 44.41%
MLP 44.23% 44.93% 46.12% 46.82% 46.34%
kNN 50.56% 51.26% 52.44% 53.89% 52.67%
RF 51.30% 52.00% 53.18% 53.15% 53.40%

SMO 48.52% 49.22% 50.41% 51.11% 50.63%

Table 4. Two-level classifier classification using MLP as A-level classifier.

B2-Level

NB MLP kNN RF SMO

B 1
-l

ev
el

NB 42.53% 43.82% 44.93% 45.64% 45.04%
MLP 44.12% 45.41% 46.52% 47.23% 46.64%
kNN 50.85% 51.78% 53.15% 54.67% 53.37%
RF 51.56% 52.85% 53.96% 54.59% 54.07%

SMO 48.56% 49.85% 50.97% 51.67% 51.08%
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Table 5. Two-level classifier classification using kNN as A-level classifier.

B2-Level

NB MLP kNN RF SMO

B 1
-l

ev
el

NB 57.44% 59.84% 64.29% 65.14% 63.92%
MLP 59.40% 61.81% 66.25% 67.78% 65.88%
kNN 67.32% 69.73% 74.17% 73.83% 72.50%
RF 67.58% 69.98% 73.72% 74.09% 72.32%

SMO 64.43% 66.84% 70.24% 70.69% 69.36%

Table 6. Two-level classifier classification using RF as A-level classifier.

B2-Level

NB MLP kNN RF SMO

B 1
-l

ev
el

NB 62.70% 60.47% 67.28% 68.02% 66.66%
MLP 62.51% 64.73% 69.32% 70.06% 68.69%
kNN 72.32% 70.10% 76.68% 78.53% 75.98%
RF 73.21% 70.98% 76.87% 77.54% 75.28%

SMO 70.17% 67.95% 73.95% 76.87% 73.06%

Table 7. Two-level classifier classification using SMO as A-level classifier.

B2-Level

NB MLP kNN RF SMO

B 1
-l

ev
el

NB 53.00% 54.74% 62.36% 63.28% 60.14%
MLP 54.63% 56.37% 58.77% 59.36% 58.88%
kNN 62.36% 64.10% 67.40% 70.21% 66.62%
RF 63.28% 65.02% 69.03% 69.07% 68.58%

SMO 60.14% 61.88% 64.20% 65.93% 65.40%

Finally, to illustrate the efficacy of the two-level classification algorithm, we compared it against
the performance of single learning algorithms. Notice that two-level stands for the proposed two-level
classification scheme using RF as A-level and kNN and RF as B1-level and B2-level classifiers, respectively.

Table 8 summarizes the accuracy of each individual classifier which reveals the efficacy of our
two-level classifier. Clearly, the proposed scheme significantly outperforms all single classifiers,
exhibiting higher classification performance.

Table 8. Performance of each individual classifier.

Classifier NB MLP kNN RF SMO Two-Level

Accuracy 41.96% 51.31% 67.67% 72.34% 67.59% 78.53%

Moreover, we demonstrate the classification accuracy of the proposed algorithm with a more
traditional approach, comparing the confusion matrix of two-level classification scheme with that of
best single classifier (RF). Notice that confusion matrix gives an additional information about classes
which are commonly mislabeled one as another. Tables 9 and 10 present the confusion matrices of the
two-level classification scheme and RF, respectively.

The interpretation of these tables illustrates that the proposed algorithm exhibits significantly
better classification accuracy for patients which stayed in the hospital for one or two days.
More specifically, the proposed algorithm correctly classified 84.7% and 79.6% of the patients which
stayed in the hospital for one and two days, respectively; while RF classified only 74% and 72%,
respectively. Moreover, for patients who hospitalized for more than two days, the presented two-level
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classification scheme presented considerably better performance, correctly classifying 71.1%, 67.3%,
66.7% and 79.2% of patients which were hospitalized for three, four, five and more than five day;
while RF classified 68.5%, 64.4%, 64.7%, 76.1% in the same situations.

Based on the above discussion, we can conclude that the proposed two-level scheme performs
significantly better than any presented single classifier for this specific imbalanced dataset for patients
which stayed in the hospital for one and two days; while it exhibits considerably better classification
performance for patients who hospitalized for more than two days.

Table 9. Confusion matrix of two-level classifier.

Predicted Class

1 day 2 days 3 days 4 days 5 days 5+ days

A
ct

ua
lc

la
ss

1 day 642 53 18 9 4 32

2 days 51 476 32 12 10 17

3 days 27 38 228 11 2 15

4 days 19 19 16 138 4 9

5 days 18 11 10 7 104 6

5+ days 35 37 22 10 34 526

Table 10. Confusion matrix of the best single classifier (RF).

Predicted Class

1 day 2 days 3 days 4 days 5 days 5+ days

A
ct

ua
lc

la
ss

1 day 561 57 45 25 19 51

2 days 58 433 28 24 19 36

3 days 31 37 220 8 7 18

4 days 18 19 9 132 8 19

5 days 18 11 9 4 101 13

5+ days 58 43 24 20 14 505

5. Decision Support System for Forecasting Patients’ LoS

For this study, we developed a user-friendly decision support software (The tool is available
at http://www.math.upatras.gr/~livieris/LoS.zip Notice that Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 1.2 or
newer is needed for the execution of the program.) which adopts the presented two-level classifier,
for forecasting hospitalized patients’ length of stay, trained with the data presented in our study.
Notice that the proposed classification scheme is implemented using RF as A-level classifier and
kNN and RF as B1-level and B2-level classifiers, respectively. The software is based on the WEKA
3.9 Machine Learning Toolkit [34] and has been developed in Java, making it platform independent
and easily executed even by non-experienced users. Figure 3 illustrates a screenshot of our proposed
decision support software illustrating its main features.

Next, the user imports the information about each patient by using the combo boxes and the
DSS predicts the patient’s LoS by a simple user click on the button “Prediction LoS” as it is illustrated
in Figure 3.

http://www.math.upatras.gr/~livieris/LoS.zip
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Figure 3. Decision support system for forecasting patients’ length of stay.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we presented a user-friendly decision support system for the prediction of
hospitalized patients LoS which incorporates a two-level machine learning classifier. Our numerical
experiments revealed that the proposed classification technique exhibits better classification accuracy
compared to some of the most popular and commonly used individual classification algorithms.
Significant advantages of the presented software are the employment of a simple and user-friendly
interface, its scalability due to its modular nature of design and implementation and its operating
system neutrality. It is worth recalling that our expectation is that this work could be used as a reference
for decision making in the admission process and strengthen the service system in hospitals by offering
customized assistance according to patients’ predicted hospitalization time.

It is worth mentioning that the patients’ attributes used in this work do not constitute a conclusive
list. Currently, an updated version of the software is under design, providing the user with an
even friendlier interface with new features and allowing him to introduce new attributes and other
criteria. Therefore, the user would be able to import his/her own training data or even select specific
classifiers used at each level. This extension could possibly introduce new attributes and other criteria
such as vital signs or lab readings at the time of admission, which were not in the current database,
but are collectable by medical staff and may potentially influence the performance and the quality of
the prediction.

Since our experimental results are quite encouraging, a next step could be to enlarge our database
with data from more hospitals and more years and apply machine learning methods to predict LoS
and extract the factors affecting it among various types of patients. Additionally, to address the
problem of imbalanced dataset and further increase the accuracy of the proposed two-level classifier,
we commit to incorporate techniques dedicated for imbalanced data such as feature selection, sampling,
cost-sensitive learning, and instance weighting [35–40]. Furthermore, an interesting aspect of future
research is to update the presented software to provide on demand explanation of what are the
underlying explanatory factors for reaching a certain prediction/decision [41]. The development of a
contextual explanatory model could further assist medical staff in the decision-making process.
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